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Disclosure of upwards crossing thresholds

On August 28th, 2015, the members of the Concert constituted by Mr. Jérôme Seydoux and the
companies he controls, PATHE and OJEJ, and by Mr. Eduardo Malone and the company he controls
SOFI EMY, asked to convert into CHARGEURS shares all the convertible bonds issued by
CHARGEURS in 2010 that each still owned, that is to say 138,733 convertible bonds.
On a conversion ratio basis of 32 new shares per convertible bond, the members of the Concert now
hold 4,439,456 new CHARGEURS shares.
Following the conversion of their bonds into shares:
-

Mr. Jérôme Seydoux together with the companies he controls, PATHE and OJEJ, now hold
4,794,021 CHARGEURS shares, ie 21.01% of the capital, representing 4,836,362 voting
rights, which are 20.23% of total voting rights. Hence they have crossed above the legal
disclosure thresholds of 10%, 15% and 20% of CHARGEURS capital and voting rights.

-

Mr. Eduardo Malone, Chairman of the Board of Directors of CHARGEURS, together with the
company he controls, SOFI EMY, now hold 1,540,784 CHARGEURS shares, ie 6.75% of the
capital, representing 2,244,393 voting rights, which are 9.39% of total voting rights. Hence
they have crossed above the 5% legal disclosure threshold.

-

As a result, the members of the Concert now hold 6,334,805 CHARGEURS shares, ie 27.76%
of the capital, representing 7,080,755 voting rights, which are 29.62% of total voting rights.
Consequently the Concert crosses the thresholds of 15%, 20% and 25% of the CHARGEURS
capital and voting rights.

On August 31st, only 5,557 bonds remain in circulation, out of the 415,083 initially issued; in case of
conversion these would give rise to 177,824 new CHARGEURS shares, which would increase the
capital up to 22,999,519 shares. By way of reminder, the deadline to convert bonds into shares is
December 22nd, 2015; that is 7 business days before the bonds due date (January, 1st, 2016).
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